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Providence and the Souls:
A Platonic Chapter in Clement of Alexandria

By Friedrich Solmsen, Madison

Willy Tbeiler has in his recent volume Forschungen zum Neuplatonismus1
besides papers of earlier origin published a new study entitled: "Ammonios der Lehrer
des Origenes". The opinions which he advances in his study and, as everybody
would expect, supports with great acumen and learning, must have come as a

surprise to the world of classical scholars. For on a previous occasion2 Theiler had

spoken of Ammonius Saccas as a "grosser Schatten" and this felicitous phrase had
become associated with Ammonius' name not only in the minds of fellow workers

on Plotinus or the Neoplatonic schools in general but of many others who like
myself readily entrust themselves to Theiler's guidance in this forbidding territory.
In the new study the "shadow" has acquired flesh and blood; Ammonius has

turned into a philosophical personality of clearly defined identity. Far more
energetically than anybody before him3 Theiler has for the reconstruction of
Ammonius' system used Photius' reports (codd. 214 and 251) about a treatise of
Hierocles, the 5th century Platonist. The Ammonius whose tenets on nqovoia
Hierocles set forth must in Theiler's opinion have been Ammonius Saccas; from
a historical point of view it makes sense to attribute the doctrines of the treatise
to the man who taught Plotinus and the Christian Origen4.

The Christian Platonism of the great Origen, as embodied in his Ilegi ag%6jv,

helps Theiler in his reconstruction of Ammonius Saccas' system. Conversely, as

soon as Ammonius is sufficiently known, he should aid us in seeing Origen's
philosophy in the correct historical perspective. For the comparison of Ammonius'
and Origen's philosophical outlook Theiler's research lays the groundwork. To
appreciate the originality of the Christian thinker we shall do well to focus with
Theiler on the contrast between the essentially static hierarchy of beings in Am-

1 (Berlin 1966) 1-45.
2 Seil, in the paper Plotin und die antike Philosophie (republished in the same collection;

see ibid. 148 and also VIII). On the previous status of scholarship with regard to Ammonius
Saccas see E. R. Dodds, Entretiens sur Vantiquite class. 5 (Vandoeuvres-Geneve 1957) 24ff.;
for Dodds' own opinion see ibid.

3 For earlier attempts in the same direction see Theiler himself 2f. and cf. esp. F. Heinemann,
Hermes 61 (1926) Iff.; R. Cadiou, La jeunesse d'Origene (Paris 1935) 184ff.; H. Langerbeck,
JHS (1957) 67ff.

4 He seems also to be the teacher of the pagan Neoplatonist (or pre-Neoplatonist) Origenes
now better known through K. O. Weber's monograph, Origenes der Neuplatoniker (Zetemata
27, 1962). Unlike most other scholars, Heinrich Dörrie, Hermes 83 (1955) 439ff. believes there
were two Ammonii, a pagan who taught the pagan, and a Christian who taught the Christian
Origen.
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monius and the movements from one ring (or rung, not to say rank) to another
which are a central conception of Origen's hierarchy. In Origen "ttqohoti^ und

aQEXfj - oder das Umgekehrte - reissen die Schotten auf" (p. 30), i.e. the rigid
separation of entities higher and lower on the scale is given up. Depending upon
its conduct in one life, the soul may find its next home in a being of superior or
inferior status; from a man it may pass to an angel or to a demon5. However, like
Ammonius—at least the Ammonius who is Hierocles' authority—Origen too holds
that out of the diversity of living entities and their intentions God creates a

consensus, which is the harmony and perfection, in fact also the plenitude of one
cosmos6. In the end this consensus will again become a One; all beings will return
to God (who also is their origin). In the great cosmological drama of Christian

history this return to a new evcoaig is identical with universal salvation—one of

Origen's most daringly heretical doctrines.

Decidedly the mobility in Origen's hierarchical scheme, the pattern of rise and
fall from one level to another, sets his system apart not only from that of
Ammonius but from many other hierarchies familiar to us from A. 0. Lovejoy's Great
Chain of Being7. Still, regarding the antecedents of Origen's speculative philosophy
—and it is only with this, not with his theology, his mysticism, or his exegetical
work that we are dealing—a rather curious situation has developed during the
last half century of scholarly research. While much attention has been given to
Middle- as well as to Neoplatonic influences, from whatever specific source they
may come; while Philo's name is invoked with due frequency; while the apologists
are (within proper limits) appreciated as Origen's precursors; and while gnostic
movements loom in the background, provoking some kind of reaction8, even if it
be hostile, one source of inspiration has been totally neglected, although it
ought to have first claim on our consideration. This is the Alexandrian tradition

5 See e.g. De princ. I 6, 2f. (including the material in Kötschau's adnotatio) and for more
evidence below pp. 246f. Cf. Theiler, op. cit. 26ff. 3Iff.

6 See e.g. De princ. II 1, 2; 107, 21 ff. Kötschau: Dens creaturas in tanta animarum
varietate ...in unum quendam revocat operis studiique consensum ut... unius tamen mundipleni-
tudinem perfectionemque consumerent. For the continuation of this passage and for others see
below p. 245f. Cf. the %oq6c, and the ovpcpcovla in Hierocles apud Photium Bibl. 172 a 37 IF.

I am aware that Theiler's thesis has met with some opposition. While not regarding it as
"established", I yet consider it very attractive, and have found it illuminating to look at
Origen's TTerA aQ%a>v from this angle.

7 (Cambridge, Mass. 1936). In ch. VIII Lovejoy traces what he calls the "temporalizing of
the chain of nature", implying "creative advances", to the 18th century. For the ancient
period, especially the developments between Aristotle and Plotinus one might wish to see

Lovejoy's account supplemented by a fuller investigation. Another desideratum would be a
comprehensive treatment of the adoption and development in early Christian thought of
Greek doctrines concerning the nature and destiny of soul.

8 See among others Hal Koch, Pronoia und Paideusis. Studien über Origenes und sein
Verhältnis zum Piatonismus (Berlin/Leipzig 1932) 229. 236ff. 244ff. 263fF. (specific agreements
with Plutarch and the school of Gaius). 315ff.; J. H. Waszink, Entretiens (cf. above n. 2)
3 (1955) 156f.; Vig. Christ. 19 (1965) 159f.; J. Danielou, Origene (Paris 1948) 85fif. 90f. Cf. also
R. Arnou's article Platonisme des peres in Diet. Theol. Cath. XII 2274 as well as XXII 87.
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of Christian Platonism. Clement, who headed the school of Alexandria before

Origen taught in it9, presents in Book VII of his Stromateis thoughts that
approximate the basic conceptions of liegt ag%wv, including the idea that the conduct
of a soul in one incorporation determines the next place allotted to it within God's

just and all-embracing order.
The pertinent section in Stromateis VII extends from 6,1 to 15,410. To analyse

this section will be our principal task. But the analysis would be of very limited
interest if it were conducted without reference to the ultimate source of the entire
scheme of thought in Plato's own writings. In which of these are we to look for the
source When turning to this question, we find ourselves faced with a status of
research strangely resembling that on Origen's immediate antecedents. Again
consideration has been given to various possibilities, yet the truly relevant passages
seem to have eluded the investigators. The tendency has been to look for the source
of these peculiar doctrines—soon branded as heretical—to the well known myths
in Plato's dialogues that deal with the fate of soul after death. An outstanding book

on Origen's intellectual development, R. Cadiou's La jeunesse d'Origene11,
considers it significant that he lived at a time when thinkers turned more readily to
the Phaedrus, the Republic and the Timaeus than to the Phaedo. To confine our
choice to these works is a petitio and will not help us to make progress. The Platonic
text that ought to be compared with the section of Stromateis VII and thus
becomes important also for Origen's liegt ägxcov is Book X of the Laws, where in
903 b 1-905 a 4 Plato spells out the particular mode of operation that befits divine
ngovoia12. Hort and Mayor in their edition with commentary of Stromateis VII and
after them Otto Stählin, when editing the entire work13, made the most conscientious

effort to identify everywhere the Platonic - as well as of course biblical and
other - passages that influence Clement's phrasing. Unfortunately they found only
a few sentences in Laws X. Twenty-seven years later Stählin in Volume IV of his
edition presented "Nachträge und Berichtigungen", in which (pp. LXVf.) he cites
four additional passages of Laws X. Taken together these references provide almost

9 If the existence or continuity of the "school" is questioned, I should be satisfied with
assuming a continuous tradition. We shall return to the question at the end of this paper.

10 In citing Clement I refer in accordance with the prevailing custom to the paragraphs and
if necessary to pages and lines (but not to chapters) of Otto Stählin's edition. Stromateis I-VI
are available in a third edition (revised by L. Früchtel, Berlin 1960), whereas at the time of
writing (October 1968) the new edition of Books VII and VIII, although announced, has not
yet appeared. Vol. IV ("Register") was published by Stählin in 1936.

11 (See above n. 3) 199. See also his Introduction au Systeme d'Origene (Paris 1932) 16ff.
12 Theiler, op. cit. 18ff. cites passages of this section, showing himself alive to its importance

for Origen (and for Plotinus 42ff.). See also Hal Koch, op. cit. (see above n. 8) 191-201 for some
excellent observations about Legg. X as authority for Origen and Cadiou, Jeunesse 78 for the
valuable but as far as I can see isolated suggestion that Origen ever since his formative years
was familiar with Stromateis VII. W. Völker, Der wahre Gnostilcer nach Clem. Alex. (Leipzig/
Berlin 1952) 394f. seems to me to turn in the wrong direction.

13 F. J. A. Hort and J. B. Mayor, Clement of Alexandria, Miscellanies Book VII (London
1902). For Stählin see n. 10.
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everything that we need. Since my own observations were made without knowledge

of the "Nachträge", I welcome the confirmation. What remains to be done
is to study the use made of Plato's scheme and to appraise the significance which
it acquires when transposed by Clement and Origen into a surrounding of Christian
thoughts.

We may begin by examining the echoes recorded by Hort-Mayor and Stählin
in their actual editions. In Stromateis VII 14, 4ff. Clement is defending a tenet of
long standing in Greek philosophy: Got is not in need of anything. Besides the
ovx ivbssg Clement stresses God's indifference to pleasure and to gain or possessions
in general (15, 1). There simply is no possibility of influencing God; in this respect
he resembles good men (xaXolg xayad'olg avbgdoi) ol tö bixaiov ovx äv tloxe nqobtoev

rj (pößov evexev rj dd)Q(ov vnoG%£oei [xei^ovoiv (ibid.). Quite correctly Stählin
compares Legg. 907 a 7 where Plato, while dealing with what is essentially the same

topic, points out how irrational it is to think of the gods as open to bribes. We

ought not to regard them as inferior to various categories of mortal beings, including

äv&Qconoi [xeooi, ol to bixaiov ovx äv noxe nqoboiEv evsxa bcoqcov offered them
by wicked men. The similarity of the thought is as obvious as the close resemblance
in the wording. However, this comparison should serve us merely as a prelude for
the far more significant conclusions suggested by the parallels that Hort-Mayor
and Stählin record for the two following sentences.

In these Clement proceeds from the particular error which he has refuted to
three fundamentally wrong human attitudes. There are men who do not believe
in God at all or who while admitting his existence deny his all-embracing
providence {navEniaxonov), and there are others who live in the conviction naqaixrycovg
ehai ftvaiaig xal bwqoig xovg vo/xiCo/asvovg fisovg (15,3). The reference in the last
sentence to gods in the plural and as vo/liiCo/uevol QeoL may strike us as a

"giveaway" ; yet even without it we would know where Clement found these three types
of error. As Hort-Mayor's and Stählin's notes show, the same three errors are
specified in Legg. X 885 b 4-914, where they are Plato's varieties of atheism. Still,
the mere indication of the parallel does not take us very far unless we bear in mind
the importance of 885 b 4-9 for Book X of the Laws as a whole. By distinguishing
the three aberrations and formulating each of them Plato states the subject of the
entire Book which is devoted to the refutation of all three varieties. Arguing against
one after the other, Plato provides the first comprehensive proofs in Greek
philosophy for 1. the existence of the gods, 2. their all-embracing providence and 3. their

14 I gather from Hort-Mayor that this passage of Laws X is also cited in the commentary
of J. Potter (Oxford 1715); to my regret I cannot follow up this reference. - The words rj to
öevregov, ovra which in Plato introduce the second error correspond to Clement's fj ovxa
(/ar) elvat TiavsjiLGxoTcov): the second group admits God's existence but denies his providence. As
for the experiences that lead men to this denial, Clement 15, 2f. recognizes a larger variety than
Plato; still dvoxegalvovreg rolg yiyvopievoig ngdg rfjg anaiöevrov adixiag (15, 2) may be a
brief summary of what Plato 899 d 6-900 a 6 sets forth at considerable length.
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superiority to gifts, bribes, or any kind of attempt of making them partners in an
injustice committed by man15.

If the sentence in Laws X 885 b is of such strategic importance, Clement's

familiarity with it inevitably sets us wondering bow much more he knew of that
Book. At this point a third parallel indicated by Stählin proves helpful. For a close

word-by-word comparison of man's three cardinal errors as formulated by Plato
and by Clement shows a slight departure in the latter's phrasing. Where Plato
defining the third type of atheists speaks of them as considering the gods evnaQafiv-
i&r]Tot16, Clement has instead the word naqaixr\xoi. Although the one word is as good
for its purpose as the other, Stählin's references17 to Legg. X 905 d, 906 d, 908 e,
and 909 a show that naQaixrjXoi is by no means an arbitrary substitution on the
part of Clement but is used by Plato himself where he actually comes to grips with
this erroneous opinion. Thus what Clement knew of Laws X must have been

considerably more than its Tigöfieoig, the general statement of its content that he found
in 886 and saw fit to use for his own ends.

The value of the parallel which Stählin cites for Stromateis YII 6, 5 is more
difficult to assess. Clement has at this point turned to Christ's providence and care
for man; his more specific problem is whether or not this care extends to all men.
If it does not embrace all, the reason could be either lack of power or unwillingness.
Both possibilities are no sooner mentioned than rejected. In the corresponding
section of Laws X the view taken of God's ßovAec&aL and dvva.O'&ai is the same 18,

but the alternative is never stated in as pointed a form as by Clement. What seems

to have impressed Stählin is the occurrence of certain words, notably XQvcprj and

Qafivftog - to which we may from slightly later sentences add ayvoia and r\dovr} - as
motives that theoretically speaking might account for divine negligence19. The

same motives figure in the discussion of the Laws, where they are similarly re-

16 See for the successive treatment of these topics Legg. X 885 e 7-899 d 4; 899 d 5-905 c 7;
905 c 7-907 b 4. Cf. my book Plato's Theology (Cornell Studies in Class. Philol. XXVII, Ithaca
N.Y., 1942, reprinted 1967) 133-174. - In Strom. I 165, 1, one of the numerous passages that
indicate a more than casual acquaintance with the Laws, Clement speaks of Plato as having
derived his vopo&eola from Moses (cf. V 10, 2; 29, 3; VI123, 2). If this was his belief, he could
surely draw on the Laws with a good conscience. The best known instance is Strom. V 92, 5f.
where the bad World-Soul of Legg. X 896df. serves him as evidence for the existence of the
Devil; cf. Wilamowitz, Plato I 695.

16 885 b 8. For the subject matter Hort-Mayor compare also Resp. II 365 f.
17 ad 15, 4; 11, 28. Note also anagalrigroi in Legg. 907 b 6. Clement also has the word öcbgoig

instead of Plato's svxalg (cf. for dwgoig also 15, 1; 11, 21). We have satisfied ourselves regarding
the Platonic authority of ötbga in this context. Since prayer retains or even increases its value
in the outlook of the Christian gnostic (cf. Völker, op. cit. 409ff. 54611.), Clement had good
reasons for keeping it here out of the discussion.

18 See esp. 902 c 8ff.; cf. d 3; e 7f. and for other affirmations of God's dvvaaftai 901

c2ff., d 7f., 902 c 5ff. Did Clement in the passage under discussion write rj rib /arj övvao-
&ai (ßovXopevogy fj rib prj ßovXeo&ai övvd/uevog It may be safer not to render him too
elegant.

19 6, 5; 7, 3. 5.
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jected20. Against this agreement we may set the absence in Clement of much that
is essential for Plato, in particular of his elaborate proof that it is wrong to think
of the gods as including in their care only large matters but neglecting human
affairs as too small for their ipgovri^eiv21. Clement, we should grant, finds himself
in a different historical situation and in correspondence with it has something
different to prove: "How would (Christ) be the savior and the lord if he were not
the savior and the lord of all men", i.e. not only of Christians but also of pagans
In other words, his ipgovriCeiv extends to both, even if in somewhat different
fashion22. Considering the arguments pro and con, Stählin's parallel would still
seem valid, even without the decisive support which it receives from the similarity
of the central topics which we shall now try to bring out23.

In a context where we looked for it we did not find Clement repeating Plato's

thought that God's care extends not only to large but also to small objects. Yet
very soon afterwards the Son24 is described as ovde to pixgorarov aJtoXeimov rfjg
eavrov dtotxrjaecoq acpgovnarov (9, 1). Here we also learn why his care embraces

everything, no matter how small it may be; otherwise ovöe yäo av en tfv avrip to
oXov eft elgyaapevov. Every part, even the smallest is important for the well-being
of the whole. This thought may again be more adequately expressed by Plato than
it is by Clement, but we cannot fail to notice the close correspondence in meaning
and words of the two sentences here subjoined:

Legg. 903 b 4 Strom. VII 12, 2

rip rov navroq empeXovpevip ngog ngog yag rrjv rov oXov aiorrjgtav rip
T7jv oootrjQiav xal agerrjv rov oXov ra>v öXiov xvgitp Jidvra earl diare-
Tiavr' earl avvreraypeva, oov xal to raypeva xal xafioXov xal em pegovq.

pegog eig dvvap.iv exaarov to ngoa-
fjxov jcdayei xal noiel.

On aiorrjgia and what it means to Clement we shall have to say more later on25.

Clement continues to speak of the acortjgiog dixaioavvrj, defining in the next
sentence as its task to advance everything, i. e. every part, and to lead it "toward the
better". How is this brought about? Once more we read of the aoorrjgia rov xgeir-
rovog xal diapovij. This being the objective toward which everything is oriented,
avaXoycog roiiq eavratv fj§eaiv dioixelrai xal ra pixgorega (12, 3). Whatever the

20 See 900 e 10; 901 a 3; c 1; e 4-7; for ayvoia see 902 a 6f.; for fjdovrj ibid, b 1. Another
motivation likewise rejected by Clement is qr&ovog; see below p. 240.

21 900 c 8-903 a 8. Cf. Plato's Theology 151.
22 7,5 (however the trend of the entire argument in VII 6-8 should be taken into account).
23 For what follows cf. Stählin's "Nachträge und Berichtigungen" (vol. IV p. LXVI).
24 He is here called dvvapig narQixrj. We should not criticize Clement for speaking of him one

moment as cog elnelv naxQLxrj xig ivegyeia and the next as dvvapig naxgixr]. Because the Son
puts into effect the Father's will, he is for Clement (8, 5) the ngiaxovgyog xivrjOea)g dvvapig.
Hort-Mayor and Stählin aptly compare with these words the nQioxovgyol xivijaeig of Legg.
X 897 a.

25 See below pp. 238. 244f.
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xqeXxxov may be26, we hardly err if we identify Clement's [xixqoxeqo. with Plato's

fiSQrj. The sentence just quoted indicates how the "smaller things" or parts are
treated by the just ruler who is ordering and organizing everything for the best.

In each instance the treatment corresponds to the moral condition. As we might
suspect and as indeed the following sentences make clear, the "parts" of which we
have read are souls. Shortly afterwards Clement speaks explicitly of souls. Souls,
he here tells us, have free choice. It will be well to examine Clement's actual words:
avxixa [XExaßdXXeL jcäv to ev&qetov sig äfislvovg (dfielvco Ms.: em. W. Dindorf)
olxtfosig, rfjg fiExaßoXfjg aixiav xrjv clIqecsiv xfjg yvcboscog e%ov fjv avxoxQaxogixrjv
ixsxxrjxo rj ipvyrj (12, 4).

In considering this sentence we must remember its place in the larger context
of Clement's argument. The sentence informs us how the preservation of the
"whole" is effected. The "saving" or "preserving" justice (amxriQiog dixatoavvrj)
operates by treating souls in accordance with their deserts. A soul of good moral
quality (ivaQsxog) changes to a better home, an a/ustvcov olxr\aig, as Clement here

puts it, or a ßsXxicov ...iv xu> jcavxl xdtjig, as he says in an earlier sentence (10, 1;
9, 2). These changes are caused by the souls themselves; for they have freedom of
choice (aiQEOig).

If this choice (oXqeoiq) relates to yvdxng, the true knowledge of God, we should
bear in mind that the subject of Book VII (as announced in its first sentence) is

the true Christian gnostic who differs from, and is superior to, the maxixog who
lives by faith. This of course is a specific doctrine of Clement or of his Alexandrian
school. We cannot expect to find anything analogous in Plato. But apart from this
word or motif, everything that we read in the sentence of 12, 4 is Platonic and
has its parallel or rather its origin in the account of divine tiqovoicl in Laws X. The

changes to a better place of souls that deserve it, the relation of this fisxaßoXr) to
the preservation of the world order, divine justice and providence as watching over
this order, the responsibility of the soul itself, and its free choice are ideas again
and again formulated in Laws X 903 b 4-904 e27. After the sentence in Legg.
903 b 4ff. quoted above (p. 234), Plato explains that the organizing and preserving
Providence, especially when effecting changes (fxsxaxi&Evai), is not concerned with
material elements but with the actions of human souls (E/iipvyovg... nqd^Eig 904 a
6)28. In these actions of souls there is both virtue and vice. So far we have read in

26 See p. 244.
27 See e.g. (in addition to passages quoted elsewhere in this paper) 903 d 6 where the divine

EQyov is defined as fisraTi&Evai to fiev ä/ieivov yiyvo/ievov tj&og slg ßeXxio) xonov, ysiQov ö'slg
töv xslqova xaxd to ngsnov avx&v sxaoxov or 904 b 6ff. /lE/irjydvrjTai ös tiqoq näv tovto
(understand jiqöq tovto näv, but the text is sound; cf. 923 b 5) tö nolov ti yiyvofisvov asl noiav
böqolv öel fiETaXafißdvov ohd^EO&ai xal Tivag uote TÖnovg- xrjg öe ysvdoEcog tov nolov Tivdg
äqyfjxB (seil. God) Talg ßovXrjasaiv Exdaxoiv rjficöv Tag ahlag.

28 Clement seems to take this for granted. His thought is not moving within a cosmological
framework. For all subjects of this kind a book dealing with the reception of Greek (piXoaocprf

fiaxa about soul in early Christianity (see n. 7) would be most helpful.
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Clement only of virtuous (evageroi 12, 4) souls; what he has to say about bad or
weak souls will engage us later. Continuing our comparison between Plato and
Clement we next select two passages from the argument of the Laws as offering
significant parallels to the last sentence of Clement that we have quoted in full
(12,4 ; see above p. 235). Legg. X 905 c 6ff. reads as follows: fxsxaßdXXEi jbisv xotvvv
ndv&> ooa [AEto%d ianv y)v%fjg, ev savxolg xsxxrjjusva xfjv rfjg psxaßoXfjg aixiav,
fxExaßaXXovxa29 öe cpEgsxai xaxd xfjv xfjg EipaQ/xEvrjg xd£iv xal vo/uov. The subject
of thought in both authors - and in Clement also the grammatical subject - is yrv%fj,

and in both soul is emphatically declared to be the cause of the change, xfjg [aexcl-

ßoXfjg aixiav, as they put it in identical words. These changes determine the status
of soul, its next place in the all-embracing xatgig. The one motif which does not
recur in Clement and would probably not appeal to his Christian mind is Plato's
sifiaQjuEvrj. Moreover Plato, unlike Clement in the sentence which we compare, does

not yet concentrate on good or virtuous souls and their change to a better place.
Only step by step does he in the following sentences that distinguish different
kinds of /xsxaßoXafi0 make his way to the soul outstanding in aQExfj: 904 d 6: onoxav
fxkv aQExfj ftsia TiqoafiEi^aaa (seil, ipv%fj) yiyvrjxai diaipsgovxcog xoiavxrj, diaepsgovxa

xal fXEXEßaXsv xonov dyiov oXov, [isxaxojjiiG'&EiGa slg a/xsivco xivd xonov exeqov31.

The dfiEivoJv xonog of this sentence corresponds to the äpsivoiv olxrjGig of the
virtuous soul in the passage of Clement, but if it is considered desirable to find the
actual words djusivcov xonog in Clement and in addition some further verbal
agreements with this Platonic sentence, Strom. VII 13, 1; 10, 6ff. will provide us with
parallels to our heart's content: ixsivag cprjjil xag yvcoaxixag yrvyag (passing by many
other phases of the hierarchy) aylag ev ayiaig Xoyiad'Eiaag xal fxExaxojuia'&EiGag 6Xag

Ü oXcov slg afXEivovg ä/xsivövojv xoncov xonovg acpixo/xivag see God no longer ev

xaxonXQOig but enjoy xfjv fisajQiav xfjv ftsiav ivagyfj xal EiXixgivfj forever.

Obviously Clement here transfers to the gnostics, who for him are the elect and

decidedly surpassing all others in agExf], the fate after death described in the Platonic

29 Perhaps [xexaßaXövra Cf. my arguments in H. Dahlmann and R. Merkelbach (editt.).
Studien zur Textgeschichte und Textkritik, Günther Jachmann gewidmet (Köln-Opladen 1959)
273ff. with n. 14 and now also Theiler, op. cit. 17.

30 They may be larger or smaller, to the better or to the worse (904 c 8-d 4). In this instance
Origen {De princ. I 6, 2; 80, 15 K.) offers a better parallel than Clement.

31 For a very similar thought see Phaedo 114 b 6-c 2 where Plato describes the fate after
death awaiting those ol äv dofjeoai diapegovreog tiqoq to ocdcog ßi&vai. Clement quotes that
passage Strom. IV 37, 2; but this time his words are much closer to Legg. 904 d 6. - Fascinating
historical perspectives open up, especially if Strom. IV150,1 is additionally taken into account.
In the original "Pythagorean" version the last-or in any case the desirable last-stage in the
process of transmigration was deification. Clement's gnostic too may become "god" {Beog;
for Origen and other Platonists see Theiler p. 29 n. 53). At Strom. IV 150 he aptly quotes in
support of this hope Emped. B 146 D.-K. side by side with Ps. 81, 6. Cf. also with the final
perä deöjv öiaira (VII 56, 3) of the true gnostic Emped. B 147 adavaroiq aXXoioiv opeonog
(not by accident this fragment too is preserved by Clement, Strom. V 122, 3). Theiler 43 refers
to the quotation of Emped. B 124 in Plot. IV 7, 10, 38. In his Kaiser Marc Aurel, Wege zu sich
selbst (Zurich 1951) 310 he deals with related subjects. See also Phaedo 82 b 10.
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text. For in Plato too this fate is reserved for the best souls, the class familiar with,
and therefore assimilated to, divine ägertf. The words ayiog, jueraxofuodeiaa, oAo?32,

afiEivcov ronog are borrowed from the Platonic passage which inspired Clement's

conception. To use each of them once, as Plato had done, would evidently not
satisfy him. Besides "improving" on Plato by means of his stylistic exuberance,
he has given the thought a Christian slant. But how far has the Christianization
actually gone Noticing the emphasis given to ftecoQia and reading of souls rrjv
&EO.)Qiav äana^ofievag rrjv deiav (13,1; 10,11 ff.) and eiXiXQtvfj earLcofievag (rrjv)
&eav (ibid.), we begin to wonder whether Clement has really travelled a long
distance from Plato. Did he not derive the idea of souls "feasting" on a vision from
the Phaedrus (247 e 3) and does not a slightly earlier passage (9, 4; 8, 27 f.) where
souls 7i£QixaraQQ£ovaiv eXtyd'evreg roig nafieatv xal anoninrovai %afjbai recall the
myth and imagery of the same dialogue33 Granted that Clement does not equip
the souls with wings, the last words quoted acquire their full meaning only when

we remember how in the Phaedrus a soul of inferior quality ßaqvv&eiaa nreggogv^ar]
re xal em rrjv yfjv near] (248 c 7f.). However for our present purpose such observations

are of minor importance. For that Clement's mind is steeped in Platonic
thought and language is after all a matter of general agreement among his students.
What has so far not been properly appreciated is his specific debt to the description
of divine Providence in Laws X. We shall therefore refrain from studying the
conflation of passages that Clement found in this Book with such drawn from other
Platonic dialogues - or the conflation of Platonic and biblical passages - and shall
not dwell on the transformation of the "pure in heart" into a category enjoying the
purest form of d-ecoqia, nor record how often Clement for the soul's freedom of choice
avails himself of the locus classicus in Republic X (617 d) airia eXo/uevov. &eog

a.vakiog3i rather than of the wording given to the same thought in Laws X.
A specific thought that Clement could find in no Platonic work other than

Laws X is the idea of aqyovreg appointed by the divine Providence to every part
of the "whole" (903 b 7ff.): rovroig (seil, roig juegeat) d'elalv aoyovreg ngoareray-
(jievoi exaorotg enl rd a/uixgorarov del na&rjg xal ngafjecog eig /reoia/uov röv eayarov
reXog dnegyaao/uevoi35. If Clement looked to Plato for authoritative support
of his hierarchy, no other passage could serve him equally well, and we may now,
with Plato's words in our mind, turn to the version of this doctrine that helps him
to explain how Providence embraces even the "smallest" part. At YII 9, 2

32 A. Dies' change of ayiov oXov in the Platonic passage (904 e 1) to ayiav odov conflicts with
Clement's "testimony"; if the conjecture were particularly attractive, we would have to assume
a rather early corruption.

33 Cf. Hort-Mayor, op. cit. 218, and R. Cadiou, Introduction (see above n. 11) 25.
34 Resp. X 617 d is familiar to Clement throughout his writings. See e.g. Strom. I 4, 1 with

Stählin's notes; IV 150, 4; V 136, 4 and Stählin's "Zitatenregister" (vol. IV p. 52). Cf. Hal
Koch, op. cit. 203 on the doctrine of freedom in Origen and Legg. X as one of its sources.

35 ajieigyaopevoi Mss. I have accepted Wilamowitz's emendation (Plato II 403; see also
I 700). Cf. Epinomis 984 d-985 c.
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Clement discusses the divine navrcov rcov juegcov... e^eraaig; repeating the crucial
word navrcov he continues: ndvrcov (seil, rcöv juegcov) elg rov ngcörov dioixrjrrjv rcov
oXcov ex fteXrifjLaroQ nargog xvßegvwvra rrjv navrcov ocortjQtav acpogcbvrcov36, eregcov
vcp' eregovg rjyovpievovg reraypihcov The thought is less involved than the
sentence makes it appear. All entities look to, and orient themselves toward,
Christ, the administrator of the whole; in accordance with the Father's will he

directs the navrcov acorr\gia\ the hierarchy itself offers a pattern of subordination.
About this subordination we learn more in the next sentence, which after indicating

the place assigned to the angels37, assures us: xal drj iieyjgig rjpicov avrcbv aXXoi

vn'alXoig i£ evog xal öl hog acpCdpievoL re xal ocpCovreg diarerdyarai. What makes

the agreement with Plato significant is not the hierarchy as such - for this had by
Clement's time become a philosophical commonplace - but acorrjgia as the end and

goal pursued by the divine administrator himself as well as by the elaborate

hierarchy operating in his service. Plato describes the overall administrator as

shaping everything ngog rrjv acorrjgiav (xal agerrjv) rov öXov. Clement's rrjv navrcov

acorrjgiav corresponds to this, if we are willing to ignore the slight nuance between

rov oXov38 and navrcov. Far more important than this difference is the meaning
which acorr\gia has for the two authors. In Plato the word may be adequately
rendered by "preservation", but when we are dealing with a Christian thinker it
would surely be naive to suppose that the word means no more than this. Did
Clement then backed by Plato's authority, envisage "the salvation of everybody"
We are not yet prepared to enter upon this momentous question but must keep it
in mind and come back to it in due course.

What we may do now is to turn from individual passages to the development
of Clement's argument as a whole. In the first sentence of Book VII he declares

that the xaigdg has come for introducing to the Greeks his gnostic as the true and

only worshipper of God. Addressing himself to the philosophers, he recognizes the
necessity of using arguments of a more distinct or more articulate39 type, which
their own naibeia should enable them to understand. The prophecies of the
Scriptures will not now be mentioned, even if their meaning determines the
outlines of the Christian religion as Clement is about to present it. The last statement
is intended to reassure the simple believers, some of whom may find his doctrines

"strange" (eregoia 1,4; 3,18). After reading this Introduction we should be

prepared to see him move on a particularly high intellectual level.

Shortly afterwards the hierarchy begins to unfold. In it the Son as being most
perfect and most holy - actually four more superlatives are applied to him - must

36 äcpoodjvrojv Hort: i(poQcovrcov Ms.
37 This place is "on the highest point of the visible" seil, world (enl reXei rov (paivofisvov rq>

äxgw 9, 3), which suggests that like Plato (and like Origen after him) Clement is distinguishing
between the empirical Cosmos and a vorjrog xoofiog.

38 Legg. 903 b 4ff. Note that this phrase occurs in the sentence (written out above p. 234)
immediately preceding 903 b 7ff., the last Platonic passage we have quoted.

39 evagysoregoiQ rolq Xoyoig (1, 2).
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as a matter of course occupy the place closest to God Father. The Son is the teacher
and educator of mankind and it is he with whom Providence must be associated:

ivrsv'&sv rj jcgovoia idia xal drj/uoaiq xal jcavrayov (6,1). Providence thus becomes

Clement's subject. To describe its operation in a manner worthy of the divine

majesty he turns to the Laws. Like Plato, he excludes every reason why Providence
should not be all-embracing, and like Plato he assures us: "not even the smallest
is omitted from the divine care; for otherwise the whole would no longer be a good
work" (9, 1). Here, at a point corresponding to the juncture where Plato introduced
the aqyovxeg, Clement waxes more eloquent about his Christian hierarchy, and
where Plato is emphatic on the place and function of everything down to the
smallest part within the "whole", Clement follows him very closely except for
putting the "administrator of the whole" in the place which the argument of
Laws X assigns to the "whole" itself. As we have seen, Clement found in Laws X
even acoxrjQia, a word of special appeal to his Christian mind and almost bound to
acquire hightened importance. Gradually the pattern of the comprehensive ngovoia
emerges more distinctly. Its exclusive concern with souls, pointed out (though
hardly proved) by Plato, is taken for granted by Clement. On three other
fundamental convictions they are found in agreement: 1. Each soul is treated on the
basis of its moral record. 2. The decisions regarding their moral conduct are left
to the souls themselves; theirs is the ßovhqaig, the algeoig, the ahiai0. 3. A soul

which has become better is given a correspondingly better place (ratjig, ronog,
oixrjöig) in "the whole"; a soul which has weakened and deteriorated sinks to a
lower level. To these basic agreements we may add as a more specific conception
common to both the surpassingly wonderful place to which souls of outstanding
quality are transferred.

It has seemed convenient to combine the report about Clement's argument with
the evidence for his debt to the second demonstration in Laws X. On the whole

the latter of these two tasks has proved easier and has perhaps also been

accomplished more adequately. For the peculiar complexity of Clement's reasoning and
of his style makes it difficult to extract the "essence" of his argument. Basic as the

inspiration derived from the Laws must have been for the new pattern of the
savior's operations, Clement so far from simply reproducing Plato's teachings,
has modified them and interspersed them with thoughts of a different provenience.
For his tendency to modify the Platonic original one illustration - perhaps the
most striking, certainly the most convenient to describe - will here suffice: Where

following Plato he rejects all theoretically conceivable reasons why anything
should be neglected by Providence, these reasons are almost, but not quite, the

same in both authors41. Besides those specified and dismissed by Plato, Clement

40 See e.g. aigeloQai rdv ßovXopevov äger^v 9, 4; 8, 28f.; aigeaig as airla 12,4 (cf. again
Plat., Resp. 617 e); for aigeaig and algeladai see also 6, 3; 8, 5; 10, 1; 11, 3; 12, 1.

41 See for these reasons (lack of power, lack of good will, ignorance, easy-going indifference,
and pleasure) above p. 233.
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also takes up jealousy ((pftovog 7, If.). To repudiate this motive is certainly no
serious departure from the Platonic basis; for, as everybody knows, (p&dvog etja)

§eiov x°Q°v (laxaxat)i2 is the fountainhead of innumerable later statements to the
same effect. Decidedly non-Platonic is however the ground on which ignorance is
excluded. It does not "touch" the Son who is the Father's Wisdom (Zcxpia) and the
Aoyog and who was with the Father before the creation of the world (7, 4). Another
modification noticeable in the same context has already been mentioned: Clement

interprets Plato's arguments and assertions that the divine nqovoia extends to
everything as suggesting the inclusion of all human beings, pagans as well as

believers, in the savior's providence43.
Far more could be said about the thoughts which Clement has introduced from

non-Platonic sources and which he as often as not has tried to amalgamate by
giving them Platonic dress and color (any phrase he remembered from the dialogues
would help for this purpose). Here we must proceed in a highly selective manner.
Leaving undiscussed other topics large and small that it would be profitable to
follow up, we shall concentrate on a few particularly important motifs, some of
them Christian pure and simple, some reflecting Clement's own very personal
preferences and beliefs. First however we must explore how far the Platonic text
facilitated their incorporation.

Anyone at all familiar with Plato would know how to understand what he reads

in Laws X about changes in the status of souls, about souls being assigned to a

better or worse fate, and about such changes being due and corresponding to a

good or bad moral record in their most recent life. Inevitably he will interpret
these changes - the [xexaßoXat and the juexaxt'&evai again and again spoken of44 - as

referring to incarnations in bodies of higher and lower standing, i.e. to the Pythagorean

doctrine adopted by Plato in the Meno and set forth repeatedly afterwards,
usually in the medium of a myth45. In Laws X too the section which enlightens us
about the operations of divine imfieXeia is introduced as a myth (as ETitodoi /btv'&oi,

to be exact, 903 b 1); as such it is meant to reinforce the preceding rational
arguments. Quite probably it is correct to interpret this myth in terms of reincarna
tion as we know it from the Meno and the myths in Phaedo, Republic and Phaedrus.

Still, if we look through our section for definite support of this interpretation, the
result is meagre. What is not open to doubt is the concern - in fact, it would seem,
exclusive concern - of Providence with the souls46. If we ask for more, the sentence

42 Phaedr. 247 a 7.
43 See above p. 234.
44 903 d 4f; d 6 (904 a 2); 904 c 6-9; c 9-d 1; d 7.
45 See esp. Meno 81 aff.; Phaedo 81 c-82 b; 83 df.; 107 df.; 113 a; Resp. X 614 bff.; esp.

617 dff.; 619 bff.; Phaedr. 248 c-249 b; Tim. 42 a-d; 90 e 7-91 a 1; 91 d 6-92 c 3. Cf. e.g.
H. S. Long, A study of the doctrine of metempsychosis in Greece from Pythagoras to Plato (Princeton

1948).
46 See 903 e 3-904 b 6. The text presents some difficulties, for which see the apparatus and

notes in A. Dies' Bude edition (Paris 1956). For 903 e 6 cf. my proposal in the Festschrift für
Jachmann (cited above n. 29) 271 f.
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903 d 3-e 1 calls for our attention: enel de äei ipv%r) avvxexay/ievr/ ad)/nan rote /xev
aXXco, tore de äXXcq fxexaßdXXei navxoiag /neraßoXäg... ovbev äXXo eqyov reo nerrevrfj
(the dice-player of Heraclitus B 52) Xeinexai nXr/v /jtexaxv&evai x6 /uev a/neivov

yiyvo/nevov tffiog eig ßeXxia) xotzov, %eZqov b'eig xov %slqova Another reference

(904 a 6) to ipv%r]v xal acb/na as a combination characteristic of men - or perhaps
rather of men and of gods as the latter are known to "conventional" religion -
raises more problems47 than it can help us to solve. However obvious it may seem

to us that the /nexaxoa/nr/aetg in Laws X are reincarnations, Plato himself throughout

this "myth" speaks of souls as taking up new "places" or receiving a different
status in the over-all xd£ig\ that they enter new bodies he takes for granted (at
903 d 3f.).

As in the present study we are not primarily concerned with Plato, all we can do
is to admit a new orientation of his thought48. Returning to Clement, we must allow
that he had every excuse for keeping silent on a topic barely mentioned in the text
he had chosen to follow49. Whether or not his Platonism would have allowed him to
accept reincarnation (as in the next generation Origen actually did) is a gratuitous
speculation. We have satisfied ourselves how close to the authoritative account
of Laws X he keeps in describing changes of "place" or rank in the over-all world-
order maintained by divine Providence, and the only legitimate question is

whether the Platonic conception has in Clement's scheme acquired a new meaning.
Here the answer is not altogether simple. We may begin by quoting VII 10, 2,

where Plato's changes of place turn into stages by which the divine salvation
"revolves" : avxai ai gmxy/qiol neqixqonal xaxä xr/v xfjg /isxaßoXfjg xa£iv dno/neql^ovxai

xal xqdvoig xal xonoig xal xi/iaig xai yvcboeai xal xXr/qovo/iiatg xal Xeixovqyiaig...

471 am not sure that a fully satisfactory explanation of 904 a 7-b 2 has been found. Our
divine king saw avcbXe&Qov d'ov yevopevov (if the text is intact, this would be a deliberate
oxymoron) aXX'ovx aiwviov y)v%rjv xai o&pa, xa&dmsQ oi xaxä vopov ovteg fteol... (the text
continues: for if either of the two, i.e. either body or soul, were destroyed living beings could
no longer arise). The best I am able to suggest is this: Body continues forever and so does soul,
but they experience countless separations and new combinations. By contrast in the gods body
and soul remain eternally united. Thus they are an alebviov. Since in Tim. 41 b a god of another
kind by his will guarantees this eternity, our exegesis does not conflict with that passage.
See however H. Görgemanns, Beiträge zur Interpretation von Piatons Nomoi (Zetemata 25,
1960) 204, in whose view ovx aicoviov applies also to the gods of the law. The meaning of
oi xaxä vduov ovxeg $eoi is obvious and firmly established (pace E. Dönt, Hermes 96
[1968] 391).

48 The xoTtog motif as used in Phaedo 82 a lOff. has no bearing on our question. Essential
for the new orientation is the relationship between the whole and its parts. Cf. Plato's Theology
152 ff. Basically the same relationship had in the Republic been applied to the new noXig.

49 A promise to treat the problem of pexevoeofidxcooig is made in Strom. IV 85, 3 but as far as
we can see not implemented. However Photius (Bibl. cod. 109) to his great disgust found in
the Hypotyposeis of Clement not only /Liexe/uipvxdjoeig but also "many Cosmoi before Adam",
which would be another tenet putting Clement closer to Origen. I hesitate to use Eel. 57,5
where human beings are envisaged as pexaoxdvxeg elg dyyeXovg or even beyond this stage.
Strom. VII 46, 5f. suggests the idea of angels having arisen from a lower status and being in
danger of falling back (oXiadpaavxeg afixtg %apal).

16 Museum Helveticum
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Plato's scheme of changes provides for no differentiation of yvcöaeig, of xXrjQovojutai,
of XenovQyiaL-, not even the word n/jirj occurs in the section of the Laws (although
the concept as such would not be alien to it). No lengthy comment is needed.
Clement has translated the Platonic suggestions of higher and lower status into
a language specifying aspects of his hierarchy. It is a hierarchy conceived with
reference to the true gnostic. Among the words quoted yvoiaeai is particularly
revealing; the latter part of the sentence informs us how close to the Lord the final
status and the final fieooqia of the gnostic will be. The avrjq reXeiog, i.e. the perfect
Christian visualized by St. Paul (e.g. Phil. 3, 13), will have yvcbaecog o/jlov Kai
xXriQovofjLiag vneqoyr\v (9, 4f.)50.

We would err if we looked in Clement for a watertight, integrated system of
Christian Platonism. He may have hoped to produce something like a consistent,
well organized scheme in his IIeqI dqyfiiv; but all we can say about this work with
confidence is that he planned to write it51. A speculative enterprise of the kind,
even if it had not of necessity to take the high flights in which Origen was to
engage, can hardly have been congenial to his talents. In the Stromateis we see him
striking out in a great variety of directions; to harmonize what he says on any
particular subject with everything else that relates to the same subject would be

both wrong and impossible52. The topic of Stromateis VII 6ff. is a case in point;
for the destiny of the soul is a question to which Clement's writings offer more than
one answer. Determined as we are not to make loose ends converge, we may yet
scrutinize our section for hints of the other answers.

Among Clement's favorite passages in the Gospels must have been the assurance
in John 14, 2 of "many mansions in my Father's house". Although Clement never
actually quotes the passage, he alludes to it repeatedly or makes it shine through
his own wording53. How easily the conception of /wvai noXXai could be incorporated

50 This perfect and final condition is often by Clement defined as opotcooiQ &ecp, a conception
borrowed from Theaet. 176 b. Cf. J. Meifort, Der Piatonismus bei Clem. v. Alex. (Tübingen

1928) 69 ff. and pass., a valuable book in which the Laws are not neglected, although for
ngovoia Meifort refuses to find common ground between Plato and Clement (pp. 62f.). Proper
weight is given to the philosophical (Platonic, Stoic, Philonic) as well as to the biblical tradition
in Hubert Merki's chapters on Clement and Origen:'Opoicaoic, &eä>, Von der platonischen An-
gleichung an Gott zur Gottähnlichkeit bei Gregor von Nyssa, Paradosis vol. 7 (Freiburg i. d.
Schweiz 1952) 44 ff. 60 ff.; see also 83 ff.

51 To me passages like Strom. III 13, 1; 21, 2; IV 2, 1; 91, 1; Quis div. salv. 26 extr. seem to
allow no doubt about his intention; nor would it for practical purposes make an appreciable
difference if, as Stählin appears to think (vol. III p. LXIV of his edition), liegt ägx&v was to
be a continuation or even a part of the Stromateis. His arguments are far from conclusive.
It is astonishing in how many monographs or other studies on Clement there is not a word
on his liegt äo%öjv.. For a discussion (with bibliographical references) see Johannes Munck,
Untersuchungen über Klemens von AI. (Stuttgart 1933) 87ff. 99ff. 105ff., where in spite of good
observations no final clarity is achieved. E. de Faye, Clement d'Alexandrie (Paris 1906, reprint
1967) 119f. 120 n. 1. 346ff. seems utterly sound.

62 See note 58.
53 The passages adduced in Stählin's "Zitatenregister" (vol. IV) cannot be a complete list.

He cites Strom. IV 36, 3; VII 57, 5; 88, 3; Eel. 48, 1. Note also e.g. IV 166, 1; VI 105, 1;
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into the hierarchy needs no discussion. In our sections of Book VII ytovir] occurs

once. At 9,4 (in a doctrine discussed above p. 235 more fully) we read: oi/uev evolqexoi
olxsiovvxai xfj nqdixrj /xovfj, e<pet;rjg d' aXXoi (aXXrjy jU£%Qi xrjg reXeiag. Later, while

varying and developing the idea, Clement as we know, prefers the word xonog.
He could do so with a perfectly good Christian conscience, because in the passage
in John 14 Christ, after referring to the /lovai, continues: ei ds fxrj, sbtov av vjuv öxi

noQEvofiai exoifiaoai xonov vfilv; xal iäv tzoqev&oj xal exoifjidao) xonov v/mv, naXiv

ÜQXOftai xal naQaXr\[iy)0[jLai vfiäg nqog ifxavxov xxX. With this saying of Christ in his
mind Clement would know how to understand the xonoi in Laws X. Clearly God

had seen fit to reveal to Greek philosophy some additional knowledge about the

"places" prepared for man.
But what about the doctrine of the last judgment And what about the concept

of Purgatory? The last question has its special point because ever since Gustav
Anrieh published his important article in the Festgabe H. F. Holtzmann54 Clement

and Origen have been considered the creators of the Christian concept of Purgatory.

On this score we have nothing to report. Not only is the idea of Purgatory
as such absent from this part of Book VII but we also look in vain for an occurrence
of xa&aioev, xatiaqotg or related concepts that according to Anrieh form the
matrix for the doctrine of Purgatory. Regarding the Judgment, Clement is not
quite so silent. As we know, it is owing to the soul's own choice, a decision made

by it in complete freedom, if in the savior's dispensation it advances to a" better
home". Nevertheless there are naidsvGEig provided by the goodness of the "great
Judge" (12, 5), who for this purpose relies on the angels and uses a variety of

preliminary judgments (did jcqoxqloeodv noixiXcov) as well as the final Judgment.
If we wonder how far such "necessary educations through judgments"55 may be

consistent with the freedom of choice - emphasized in the immediately preceding
sentence - the text suggests that the education is needed to bring about the

repentance of the most "despondent" (anr]Xyr]x6xEg, the word of ad Ephes. 4, 19).

108,2; 109,3; 110, 1 (sometimes avhq serves as synonym for fiovrj). On "many mansions"
cf. E. F. Osborn, The philosophy of Clement of Alexandria (Cambridge 1957) 80f.

54 (Tübingen and Leipzig 1902) 97 ff. See also Hal Koch, op. cit. 93 f. and for a classicist's
approach which meets the theological Eduard Norden, P. Vergilius Maro Aeneis Buch VI
(Leipzig/Berlin) 28ff.; Norden refers to Anrieh only in the Addenda of the later editions and
had evidently reached his conclusions in the first (of 1903) independently. - Resurrection of
the body is in accordance with Scripture expected Strom. VI 47 but would from the discussion
ibid, not seem to be incompatible with universal salvation. If Clement believed in Heaven
and Hell, he can hardly have done so in a literal sense; see e.g. Strom. VI 98f. Cf. Hort-Mayor,
op. cit. "Introduction" XXXIXff. and for a more recent treatment H. Chadwick, Early
Christian Thought and the Classical Tradition (New York 1961) 42.

55 On punishment as education see Anrieh, loc.cit. 99 ff., where for Clement he refers especially
to Strom. VI 46,3 oonrjQioi xal Jiaidevrixal al xoXaaeig rov fteov, VII 56, 3-5; 78, 3 and for the
Platonic background of the idea e.g. to Resp. II 380 b; IX 591 b; Legg. IX 854 d; see also
Gorg. 525 b. Strom. VII 78,3 is one of the passages that establish a significant relation between
xa&agoig, xölaoig, and nalöevaig. On the importance of the naiöeia motif see Koch pass,
(e.g. 159. 305. 322) and Jaeger, Early Christianity and Greek Paideia ('Cambridge, Mass. 1960).
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What would be the outcome of such repentance Unfortunately at this point
(13, 1) Clement using a classical quotation appropriate to the solemn occasion

(rä d'alia oiyco), decides not to penetrate farther into the mysteries of divine
Providence. What he next says bears on a different topic, the future status of the
elect. Do we dare to be less discreet Should there be any prospect for the ultimate
salvation of every soul This was to be Origen's vision of the final status of things,
when God will be ndvra ev näaiv. We have started from Origen and mean to return
to him. There is no reason why we should keep him any longer out of the discussion.
An approximation to his doctrine on the part of Clement would have a certain
intrinsic probability.

In principle Christ is for Clement too navrcov acorrjg (7, 6). Moreover we have seen
how much it meant to him to find - or shall we say "discover" - the acorrjgia rov
öäov in Laws X; for acoriqgia as the end toward which Providence directs everything

was bound to take on Christian connotations in Clement's mind. Still is it
quite safe to treat "preservation" and "salvation" as being interchangeable
concepts for Clement? At 9, 2 we read of "the administrator of the whole who in
accordance with the Father's will governs rrjv navrcov ocorrjgiav". This sounds

encouraging and so do the immediately following sentences. For they describe the
hierarchy as reaching from the angels down to us and consisting of ocpCo/ievoi and

acg^ovreg (9, 3). Next Clement employs the image of the magnet in much the same

way as Plato had used it in the Ion: by the magnet operating as ev or principle

- he is almost certainly thinking of Christ - many iron rings are forced to move,
each becoming attached to the one before it56. In the same manner souls are drawn
upward, the best to the first "mansion" and so forth in the downward direction -
and yet there are those who being weak and unjust fall down to the Earth. According

to the last words universal salvation would after all not seem to be a part of
Clement's scheme. Other passages in our section are apt to confirm this impression.
The bad are left to themselves and those like them (10, 1). "Salvaging justice"
improves the lot of every soul "as far as possible" (12, 3; 9, 29). The ocorrjgia rov
xgehrovog (ibid.) need not be identical with the rov oXov ocorrjgia and still less with
the navrcov ocorrjgia, which raised such high hopes. To sum up, we are not left with
a clear, unambiguous answer57. However great hopes a sentence like ncog ö'äv eir}

ocorrjg xal xvgiog el fir} navrcov ocorrjg xai xvgiog (7, 6) may arouse, it is hazardous

to rely on individual statements of Clement. He may have had good reasons for
falling silent at a point where we are most eager to learn more. Once again, integration

of all strands or a firm commitment to one solution is not what we should

56 9, 3f.; 8, 20-25; cf. Plato, Ion 533 df. (535 ef.). Since the salvation is effected ivog xal
öi' ivog, we may confidently identify this principle with Christ. Still, for the övva/iig which
Plato 533 d 6, e 3 ascribes to the magnet Clement substitutes the word nvevfia so that in the
next sentences he can describe the souls as drawn upward by the äyiov nvevfia. As I read the
passage, it is Christ who "draws" and he does so through the Holy Spirit.

87 Eel. 56, 3 conveys again a different impression, suggesting that at the end of the present
neqlodog the "just" (ölxaioi maroi) will be united into "one body".
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expect of him58. And yet it is important that supported by Legg. 903 b 5 universal
salvation has at least appeared on the horizon.

Origen possessed in an extraordinary degree the synthetic power that Clement
lacked. His liegt ag%cöv is inspired by Christian convictions but its methods and

reasoning are Greek. Its speculative boldness entitles it to a high place in the
Greek philosophical tradition. Still, the central ideas of the treatise are those which
we have found in Stromateis VII and traced back to Book X of Plato's Laws. If we
consider them the pillars on which Origen's philosophical edifice rests, it is
fortunately not necessary to supply a string of quotations, since it is after all with
Origen's name that the doctrines in question are associated. They are recorded

even in short accounts of liegt ägxcov59, and their presence in this treatise formed the
starting point for our inquiry. Thus one passage may do duty for many others. The
sentence here chosen from the beginning of Book II recommended itself because it
contains most of the pertinent ideas60; beginning with the all-embracing universal
salvation it moves on to the operation of the divine Aoyog, next asserts - and
reasserts - the freedom of the individual will, and finishes by emphasizing the
harmony which God produces through giving each part its useful function within
the whole: (opinamur) Deum pro salute universarum creaturarum suarum per
ineffabilem verbi sui ac sapientiae rationem ita Inaec singula dispensasse ut et singuli
quique spiritus vel animi61... non contra arbitrii libertatem vi cogerentur et per hoc

adimi ab his videretur liberi facultas arbitrii ...et diversi motus propositi earurn ad
unius mundi consonantiam competenter et utiliter aptarentur, dum alii iuvari indigent,

alii iuvare possunt... (De princ. II1, 2; 107, 28 ff. Kötschau). The last clauses

recall Clement's aXXoi vn äXXoig e£ evog xat öi evog crwCdjuevot xat ocpCovreg dia-

58 Cf. Waszink, Vig. Christ. 19 (1965) 154f. As Clement himself remarks at the conclusion
of Book VII (111, 3), his work contains side by side xagrcotpoga and äxagna öevöga; it is still
waiting for the gardener who might make a nagadetoog of it. - To the passages bearing on the
problem of salvation a few others (e.g. Strom VI 47f.; 106, 4) may be added.

69 See P. Tillich, A history of Christian thought (London 1968) 60ff. 63f. for the most recent
short account and among earlier works e.g. H. Lietzmann, Geschichte d. alten Kirche II (Berlin/
Leipzig 1936) 317ff., and also Harnack, Dogmengeschichte vol. II ch. 6 I and II. To Hal Koch
and Cadiou's books reference has been made repeatedly. See also the third part of Jean
Danielou's Origene (Paris 1948) 199-283, and the very valuable discussions of H. Chadwick in
Early Christian Thought (cf. above n. 54) 66 ff. and in the Cambridge History of Later Greek
and Early Medieval Philosophy (1967) 182ff. Henry Crouzel, Origene et la philosophic makes
a sustained effort to minimize the serious philosophical intention and the systematic character
of liegt äg%ä>v.

60 What matters is in fact the combination of all these conceptions (not only in the sentence
to be quoted but in the treatise as a whole); for some of the individual ideas, notably freedom
of will, transmigration, the hierarchy including mediators between the divine and man, are
widely diffused at the time. Since it is not possible to do justice to this large subject, I content
myself with referring to Theiler 18ff. 31 f.; Chadwick, Cambr. Hist. 165 (esp. on öatpoveg) and
H. Dörrie, Hermes 85 (1957) 414ff., who observes that Porphyry's denial of a change from
human and animal body must be considered a unique position.

81 For Origen's peculiar view concerning the relation of spiritus {nvevya) and animus (or
anima, y>v%rj) see esp. De princ. II 8 (3 and pass.).
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rerd%aTai (Strom. VII 9, 3; cf. above p. 238)62, even if the "one" savior is not
mentioned in this part of the sentence - he is after all identical with the Aoyog and
the Xocpia whose crucial role Origen points out. If anything that we might expect to
find in this sentence is missing, it would be the providence motif, but again what
is absent is only the word, not the idea. The word itself appears elsewhere (seil, in
Rufinus' Latin translation, yet there is no reason why it should not render ngovoia),

e.g. in the following sentence of II 9 where after another affirmation of the con-
sonantia brought about by God the text continues: Et has causas, ut ego arbitror,
mundus iste suae diversitatis accepit, dum unum quemque divina Providentia pro
varietate motuum suorum vel animorum propositique dispensat (170, lOff.)63. The use
made of every soul or spirit depends on its meritum (Deus vero cui iam creaturam

suam pro merito dispensare iustum videbatur 170, 5f.). What Origen here calls
meritum he describes a few lines later as praecedentes causae. More precisely, the
creator secundum praecedentes causas pro merito unum quemque distribuit64. If we

study these sections (De princ. II 9, 3-8) attentively, we remain in no doubt as

to the meaning of praecedentes causae. The words refer to previous fives and
their moral quality65. Origen, as we may gather from these sections - as well as from
others in liegt ag%&v - did accept the Platonic doctrine that Clement, as far as

we could find out, had hesitated to make his own; whatever may be said of

individual witnesses and individual testimonies for liegt ägyfiiv, the evidence that
reincarnation was an integral part of his scheme is overwhelming66.

62 A similar thought is found also in De princ. I 8, 1; 97, 12-15 Kötschau; if the authenticity
of the passage is open to question, the "parallel" in Clement should go some way to support it.
Cf. also III 5f., esp. Hieron. Ad Avit. 9 about helpers in the hierarchy who ruentibus manum
porrigant. Cadiou, Introduction (see above n. 11) 61 f. has valuable comments and references.
Note for the sake of contrast that in Philo, who is known to have much in common with
Clement and Origen, the function of äyyeXoi is appropriately enough understood as ayyeXXeiv
or öiayyiXXeiv (De plant. 12ff.; De somn. 141 f.). Cf. on the subject of äyyeXoi Theiler 29.

63 With the diverse motus of this passage cf. Justinian's quotation XII from De princ. I
(I 6, 2; 80, 15f. K. Acta Concil. Oecum. ed. Ed. Schwartz III 210, 29ff.): xivr/para of the
souls consist (or result?) in a fiexanlnxew ini nXeov rj in eXaxxov - words reminiscent of Legg.
904 c 9f.; divine judgment allots for each such movement \xai\ to holt aljtav in the next dispensation.

Even in Schwartz's edition the Greek text is by no means clear and quite possibly
corrupt. See Schwartz's historical account in Gesammelte Schriften 4 (Berlin 1960) 297 andn. 2.

64 Cf. for the pro merito motif also I 8; 101, 4ff. We also find in Rufinus the words pro meriti
dignitate (e.g. II 9, 7; 171, 11; cf. 172, 1; IV 3, 10; 337,13f.). The corresponding xax' ä^lav
occurs repeatedly in an analogous context of Ammonius (according to the report of Hierocles;
see Phot. cod. 251; 463 a 26, 32 ff.). It may not be out of place to cite the Stoic definition of
dixaioovvri as änoveprjxixi] trjg at;tag exdoxq) (St.V.F. 3, 25; 262f.; for more instances see
M. Adler's Index). See also Arist., Eth. Nic.Y 3, 1131 a 25 ff. in conjunction with V2,1130 b 30 ff.

65 Cf. ngog xrjv xcöv nQoßeßiajpevcov r\plv ä^iav in the reports about Ammonius in Photius
(cod. 214) 172 b 20ff. 39ff. and (cod. 251) 466 a 21.

66 See I 4; 64, 9-16 K. including the testimonies of St. Jerome whose Epist. 124 (ad Avitum
in CSEL 56, pp.96 ff.) ch.31 consider unambiguous and above suspicion; I 7, 93, 28 ff. Hier.
Ad Avit. 4; see also the verbatim quotation XV in Justin. Ill 211, 19ff. Schwartz; according
to Hier. 121, Iff. reincarnation in quadrupeds and fishes was not put forward as a öoypa but
as a nQÖßXrjfia); I 8, 4; 102, 12ff. where Kötschau's presentation is somewhat confusing but
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To Origen's firm belief in the ultimate salvation of every soul we referred on an
earlier occasion, contrasting his determined attitude with tlie absence of a clear
commitment in Clement67. Again we may spare the effort of presenting numerous

passages; for this is one of his best known - and was soon to become one of his most
notorious - tenets. Origen extends salvation to every sinner, to every demon ranking

on his scale below man, in fact even to the devil. All of them will in the end be

restored to the pristine condition. God has "createdall" (souls) "free" and "equal"68,
the former predicate meaning in Origen's scheme that all are endowed with free

will. According to the use they make of this will, some fall farther and lower than
others, and, in correspondence to the distance from God (which at the same time
is distance from the ev, from perfect goodness, and reality) they find their next
home in bodies of lower status on the scale. But no matter where they may find
themselves, they are able, nay destined to work their way back69. To prove the
freedom and equality of all souls in the original rd£tg a very simple argument
suffices. What reason would there have been for assigning in the act of creation
higher and lower places to the rational beings, if the creator himself lacked neither
the voluntas nor the facultas for producing a perfect work 70. We remember what
Clement - and Plato - had to say about God's ßovXecr&ai and dvvacr&ai as being
beyond doubt and admitting no limitations71.

While studying Clement's remarkably Platonic views about souls and the places
assigned them by divine Providence, we could not help wondering whether he made

any attempt to accommodate this scheme to the orthodox Christian beliefs (or,
perhaps, vice versa the Christian beliefs to this Platonic scheme). Failing to reach

a satisfactory conclusion, we ventured to hold Clement himself responsible for this.
If we approach Origen with the same question, the prospects of finding an answer
seem brighter. Chapter II 10 in particular discusses the future judgment with its
punishment for the sinners "as threatened in the Holy Scriptures and contained
in the preaching of the Church" and in this connection also offers explanations
of the eternal fire and the purifying fire. Dealing with these topics Origen has for

his material cannot be dismissed, least of all Justinian's quotations (see now 190, 17 £F.;

211, lOff. 14ff. 19ff. Schwartz); III 5, 4; IV 3, lOf.
67 See I 6, 1-2, 3; II 1, 2; 107, 29 (pro salute universarum creaturarum suarum); II 10, 8;

182, 1 Iff.; 1115,4-7 (again with Kötschau's parallels, esp. 278, 21 ff.); 6 pass. Cf. on the
doctrine Chadwick in Gambr. Hist, (cited n. 59) 191.

68 See esp. II 9, 6; 169, 25 ff. Cf. J. Danielou, Histoire des doctrines chretiennes 2 (Tournai
1961) 382ff. "Created equal" may go back to PI. Tim. 41 e 3f. H. Langerheck, Aufsätze zur
Gnosis (Göttingen 1967) 165f. traces Origen's tenets about free will to Ammonius and Am-
monius' own in turn to Alexander of Aphrodisias. He makes no allowance for Clement as

precursor of Origen.
69 See esp. I 6; for defection from the primal One and dmoTircboeig of varying distance see

e.g. II 1,1.
70 II 9, 5; 168, 23ff.; cf. I 4, 3. In connection with other subjects Origen admits certain

limits of God's power (II 9, 1; c. Cels. Ill 70; V 23). Cf. on this topic Robert M. Grant, Miracle
and Natural Law (Amsterdam 1952) 127ff. and H. Chadwick, Harv. Theol. Rev. 41 (1948) 83 ff.

71 See p. 233.
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once to concentrate on bodies rather than on souls; still, invoking the apostle's
words (1 Cor. 15, 44) he insists that the bodies of those who are to "inherit the

kingdom of God" will be transfigured72, while to those inferioris meriti a body will
be given pro unius cuiusque vitae atque animae dignitate (II 10, 3; 176, 11 ff.). Thus
the principle pro merito73 is upheld; but has not Origen while professing to discuss

resurrection actually shifted back to reincarnation? - As for the fire, he refuses

to accept it in a literal sense (ib. 10, 4ff.). Yet despite his insistence - in this and in
other points - on a "spiritual" meaning and despite his persistent resort to the
methods of non-literal exegesis, in which he is past master, we may question
whether he has produced a genuine harmony between the biblical and the Platonic
tradition74. The notorious falsifications and inadequacies of Rufinus' translation

may be partly responsible for this impression. Origen may have come nearer to an

integration than the evidence allows us to realize; yet what matters is probably
that unlike Clement he made an earnest attempt of fusing the two traditions.
A specific concept like the "many mansions" could be easily incorporated into the

new system. Very appropriately Origen places all these "mansions" in Heaven;
he conceives of them as way-stations in the progress of gnosis by which those
considered worthy penetrate deeper and deeper into the knowledge God has

denied us here on Earth75.

Freedom of the individual will is another doctrine in IJegi aq%(x>v that would

repay much closer study than we can here give it. Far from simply accepting this
tenet, Origen has taken great pains, most notably in III 1, to establish it securely.
In good Hellenic fashion he bases his proof on a theory and classification of the

xivrjOEig, distinguishing between those originating eiar&ev and others that are
either e£ avtcov or aq>' avrcöv76. After this philosophical approach he records whatever

support he can find in the Scriptures, quoting numerous passages of the Old

as well as of the New Testament77. But if we regretfully forego a closer analysis of

72 I.e. become Jivevparixoi, as St. Paul says (1 Cor. 15, 44) or gWeqioi (the evidence is unfortunately

not unanimous and even includes opaiQoeiöeg; see II 10, 3 with Kötschau's adnotatio
on 176, 20, esp. the 5. ava&e/j.a.Tio/uog imposed by Justinian, see now Acta Concil. Oecum.

Ill 213, 25 Schwartz and Justinian's letter to Menas ibid. 204, lOf.). For the corpus motif
see also I 6, 4; 85, 14ff. Note Chadwick's warning remarks loc. cit. 94ff.

73 According to the text of II 10, 8; 182, 3ff. the sancti will receive far better and more
beautiful bodies than the sinners. If this is meant to be the final dispensation, universal
salvation would not imply equal treatment of all. At 173, 7f. Origen refers to his libri de resur-
rectione for a fuller treatment of the questions (on these libri see Cadiou, Jeunesse 117f.).
Since in other writings Origen hardly ever returns to transmigration and at times even appears
to go back on this doctrine (e.g. c. Cels. V 29. 49; cf. Cadiou ibid. 326 ff. and Introduction
[see above n. 11] 44f.), he may never have achieved a synthesis with the orthodox teachings.
Among the remaining uncertainties is whether the supplicia of I 6, 3; 84, 6-15 correspond
to Clement's ngoxQioeig (see above p. 243).

74 At the end of c. Cels. Ill Origen treats "ever-lasting punishment" as a doctrine effective
with the simple believers and admits that his own position on the subject of soul is close to
pagan philosophers. On resurrection see ibid. V 17. 75II 11, 6; 190, 9ff. 12. 17ff.

76 III 1, 2ff. Cf. De orat. ch. 6, but also Ammonius in Photius(cod.251)463a28ff.; 465b 35ff.
77 III 1, 6ff.; cf. Clem. Strom. II 12, 1.
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these arguments, what we need for our own purpose is after all Origen's affirmation
rather than his demonstration of the doctrine and the affirmation is the more
significant because it is embedded in the same context and connected with the
same other tenets that surrounded it in Clement and in Laws X.

Now that we have seen how large a debt both Clement and Origen owe to
Book X of the Laws, one further question confronts us. In what precise terms are
we to define the relation between Stromateis VII and Origen's liegt agxcöv The

simplest answer would doubtless be to regard the Stromateis as the immediate
source of inspiration for the ideas which Origen synthesized into his grand vision.
This answer would of course allow for his use of other "sources" as well; for a man
as broadly learned as Origen would at any time be able to draw on what was stored
in his memory. Yet even so this simple answer is open to serious objections. As
scholars have known for some time, Origen never mentions Clement by name, and
for no passage in the extensive body of his writings has Clement definitely been

identified as the source78. Origen may have known Clement personally and may
have "studied" with him; but while there are testimonies and arguments favoring
these assumptions, the absence of references to Clement weighs heavily in the
opposite scale79. Still if hitherto a non liquet seemed to be indicated, does not the

agreement now brought to light between Stromateis YII and liegt agyßv change
the situation so as to allow a more positive answer Or is the basis too small for
such far-reaching conclusions ?80 While the agreement does call for serious consideration,

it would still seem prudent to give thought also to alternative explanations.
Would it be satisfactory to think of the Christian "school" in Alexandria as

intellectually predisposed to accept the theological doctrines of Laws X On this
supposition Clement and Origen might independently of one another have found in
this Book a conception of Providence so attractive to them that they would
respond in a remarkably similar manner. Still another possibility would be that

78 As Koch op. cit. 315 puts it cautiously, traces of dependence are "nur selten festzustellen".
79 Inconclusive and partly conflicting as the testimonies (Euseb. Hist. eccl. VI 6, 1; 14, 9)

are and disquieting as the absence of definite links with Clement in Origen's huge output
remains, it is somehow a priori improbable that Origen should have been a complete stranger
to Clement and his work. Is it utterly irrelevant that just as Clement composed his Stromateis
while planning a liegt dgyajv, so Origen produced ten books of Stromateis and four liegt äg%ä>v,

both of them before leaving Alexandria (Euseb. VI 24) Some unknown quantities complicate
the problem, one of them being Clement's treatise liegt ngovoiaq, of which the few quotations
(frgg. 37-43 in vol. Ill of Stählin's edition) convey no impression.

80 It might be asked why of the rich "tapestry" which Clement had woven out of the most
varied material just one particular piece - and a relatively small at that - should make so deep
an impression on Origen's mind. As answer I should refer to what I have said (pp. 238f.) about
the prominent place of these thoughts in the work as a whole. As far as the ag%ai (God Father,
the Aoyog, the administration of the world, etc.) are concerned, these sections may be regarded
as the climax. What follows in Book VII deals primarily with the gnostic, making only
incidental contributions to the topic of the äg%ai. In Book VIII Clement treats altogether
different matters; what they are and with what end in view Clement discusses them seems to
me still in need of further clarification.
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a thinker known to Clement as well as to Origen - but unknown to us - had
produced an adaptation of the Platonic doctrines which proved congenial to the
intellectuals among the Christians of Alexandria; owing to his influence Clement
incorporated these doctrines in his Stromateis and Origen made them the foundation
of his own great speculative enterprise. The thinker figuring in this hypothesis
would be more likely to be a Christian than a pagan, and in this connection a name
inevitably suggesting itself is that of Pantaenus, the first "head" of the Alexandrian
"school" and as such the "predecessor" of Clement (I use quotation marks because

what matters is not so much the institution as the tradition). Unfortunately
Pantaenus too is a shadow and in spite of Langerbeck's praiseworthy efforts81 there is
little hope that he will acquire substance. Still, he was known to Clement as well
as to Origen82, and it may have been he who discovered Book X of the Laws as a
rich mine of thoughts and pointed out their affinity to the Christian itagadoaig.
Thanks to his - or to some other man's - activity it would be understood that
Plato's teachings on providence should be used as building blocks for a Christian
philosophy83.

Of the possibilities here offered none is strong enough to rule out the others, yet
none either so hopelessly weak that we may dismiss it out of hand. Fortunately
all of them have something in common, and the safest course for us is to confine
ourselves to the common ground between them, i.e. to recognize the tradition of
Christian Platonism in Alexandria as accounting for the agreement between
Clement and Origen, leaving open the question at what stage the doctrines of
Laws X began to be absorbed and in what fashion they, once absorbed, were passed

on from one generation to the next. For we surely may reckon with some degree
of continuity in the Alexandrian school or, at the lowest, in the community of
Christian intellectuals. If at one time too much was made of this continuity and
resemblances between the "school" and modern institutions of higher learning
were exaggerated, we need not now go to the opposite extreme of discounting the
continuity altogether84.

81 Hermann Langerbeck, JHS 77 (1957) 71 f.; Aufsätze zur Gnosis (Göttingen 1967) 160ff.
82 Cf. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. V 10; VI 6; 14, 8f. (Clem. Strom. I 11, 2 may be used with caution

andfrg. 48 [224, 14f. St.] is unreliable; Phot. Bibl. 109; 89 a 38f.: /bia&rjTrji; ds, (bg xal avroq
<pr)Oi, Tlavxaivov cannot be dismissed).

83 W. Bousset, Jüdisch-christlicher Schulbetrieb in Alexandria und Bom (Göttingen 1915)
236 ff. attempted to reconstruct large chunks of Pantaenus' system from an analysis of
Clement's works. Our section (more specifically VII 5-13, 3) is among those he claims for
Pantaenus. His reasons lack cogency and his theory is by now out of favor. Cf. the next note.

84 See for one extreme position on this question Bousset in the book just mentioned (n. 83),
for the other J. Munck, op. cit. (n. 51) pass., esp. 127ff., 186ff.; yet for him too Pantaenus is
"der eigentliche Lehrer des Klemens" (185). Gustave Bardy's paper Pour Vhistoire de Vecole
d'Alexandrie (Vivre et penser 2 [1942] 80ff.) has done much to clarify the issue. See also Da-
nielou, Origene 24f.; W. Völker, Der wahre Gnostiker nach Clem. Alex. (Berlin/Leipzig
1952) 21 ff.; and for the most recent statement H. Chadwick, Early Christian Thought
etc. 33.
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Much that Origen brought back from his study with Ammonius Saccas would
be welcomed by his fellow Christians of higher intellectual (or in Clement's sense

of the word, "gnostic") aspirations, because they were in the process of developing
a similar outlook. Yet Ammonius' philosophy would hardly include tenets regarding

ocoxrjQia, still less universal oooxrjQia. Nor, as Theiler has pointed out, did it
allow for movements from one level of the hierarchy to another. The conception
of the whole to which every part, even the smallest, makes its contribution may
have been common to pagan and Christian Platonism - although we cannot say
how far beyond the basic idea of a ov/xcpoovia the agreement went-and common too,
if we accept Theiler's reconstruction, would be freedom of will and the treatment
of souls xax'agiav with reference to previous lives. If Ammonius taught a return of
souls after a period of three thousand or ten thousand years85, this doctrine would

apply only to individual souls; nothing suggests that he approximated Origen's
conception of a periodic re-uniting of all spiritual beings with and in God. What
Origen obviously did was to fuse the Greek tradition of cosmic periods with the

Go)rr}Qia xov öXov as it would be understood by a Christian, and it is this soterio-

logical motif which gives his cyclical philosophy of history its meaning and unique
character86.

85 See Phot. (cod. 251) 463 a 26ff., b 24.
86 If I am correct in taking this view, it is hardly necessary to elaborate it. Christianity had

provided a tsXoq of human history, but of a history which was running its course only once.
For almost all later philosophy of history - also the secularized versions - this xsXoq was
to prove of the greatest importance. However Origen somehow stultified the idea by
introducing into it the xvxXoi of Greek cosmological and political thought (the cosmic version being
doubtless more important for him). Thus it is not difficult to understand that orthodox
Christianity rejected his version, while it later was ready to endorse that of St. Augustine. -
I wish to thank Professor Samuel Kinser for reading this paper and giving me his criticism.
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